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Fabliha Anbar, Editor
What does belonging look like? For those of us who grew up in the South Asian
diaspora, it’s a feeling of floating in between, unsure where to land. Those of us who
grew up in South Asia, have a different understanding of South Asian identity today
and what it means to be rooted to your homeland. Trying to balance ancestry and
future, the journey to find home is filled with desperation and hope. At times, it feels
like a never-ending cycle.
But the global pandemic has changed that, too. We spent our lives trying to find a home, but
now we find ourselves wanting to escape. The deadly virus forced us to be separated from
our loved ones and deprived us of affection, connection, and warmth. While filled with grief,
we are also starved of community. And so, we are trapped inside with whispers from our
spirit. We are now no longer able to escape our deepest thoughts and desires.

We now had to reimagine healing, grieving, and community. To do this,
we listened to our own deepest yearnings that we could no longer avoid.

On a spring day in 2019,, we had just ended our first installment of the writing workshop
series. We celebrated the last session with a picnic at Prospect Park. Ten of us sat on lush
grass, our arms touching each other side-by-side, seeing each other’s lips form into smiles.
A year later, it had become a faint memory and almost seemed like a dream that never
happened. The Arts & Democracy team came together over Zoom and reminisced about
the days before the pandemic where we were able to enjoy each other’s company. We
decided to organize a second installment of the writing workshop series, but we were
hesitant. We were afraid that people wouldn’t be able to bond with one another virtually.
We worried that the screens would get in the way of making actual connections.
People from all around the world applied to the workshop. We received applications from
our home in Kensington, Brooklyn, to Malaysia, Pakistan, India, Texas, Alaska, and more.
We eventually chose 15 participants from across the globe who had a desire and passion for
storytelling. As our first session began, we anxiously waited for the boxes of stranger’s faces
to appear across our screen. Was it going to be a total failure? Was it going to be tense and
awkward?
Every Saturday morning for six weeks, the comradeship grew stronger and stronger as
we allowed ourselves to be vulnerable through the stories we had told each other.
Although we were sitting in our homes, thousands of kilometers away from each other,
the kinship we had built with each other made it felt as though we were right in the
same room. As if the barriers of our computer screens had slowly started to disappear.
Through our writing workshop sessions, we were able to momentarily escape the world
and scribble our thoughts away.
We wrote about the places and people we longed for, and talked about maps and
counter-maps and imagination as a kind of knowledge. We drew each other’s faces and
made clay with flour and water. Holding our hands up to our screens, we showed each
other the objects that contained our deepest stories. This way, we built kinship and
community when it seemed that finding tenderness wasn’t possible. We formed lifelong
friendships that we will cherish for the rest of our lives. Though it was broken up into
little squares, we made a kind of home.

Hasiba

NOTES:
Include other participants’ video?
Remove names?
Include a brief description on this page?

WRITING PROMPT

achchi
a nonfiction
I don’t really know how to begin or end a story. There is no
leaving achchi’s home without tightening my stomach. If you
won’t eat dinner, at least drink a tea.There are times when I crave
the plates I missed the chance to eat.

a grief story
by savini ganhewa

appachu
a fiction
Appachu had walked across to the endless plains three moons ago. He had gone willingly,
calmly acknowledging the call one star-filled night when the embers of the cooking flame
were draped in blue tendrils from the mist.
Before he went, he had come to Aiyan and sat down heavily on a kitchen chair. While
clutching the hard, flat surface made of mountain rock for support upon which Aiyan
cleaned a silverfish, Appachu had shared with him his last dream. That dream now sat with
Aiyan, painfully filling the places that Appachu’s departing had left hollow.
Over the years, Appachu’s eyes had begun to grey, blending into a spherical cloud—the clouding
was a marker of the aging of the erekwatkind, who, while cousin to humankind, aged slowly and
moved swiftly. A regality to the way their bodies seemed to glide and weather with the earth.
Whilst most often taller than the tallest of humankind, the erekwatkind were known to speak in
soft tones, and while the two are nothing alike, they are said to be the only creatures that could
hear the voices of the bisonkind.
Wizened eyes such as Appachu’s came with a knowing of the old ways, which he
had tried to pass down to Aiyan, spending days with him in instruction while the restless spirit
of Aiyan’s youth pulled him to the height of tall trees and the cliffs overlooking the mercurial
waters that neighbored their seaward village.
The day Appachu had come to share his last dream, he had looked at Aiyan tenderly
through those greying eyes. At the fledgling he had begun to raise when Aiyan was very
young, still learning to crawl across the soft dirt of his parents’ home. A home that had
disintegrated like timber in a blaze when Aiyan’s Ammachi and Appachi had been called too,
to the endless plains.
Before they left, they had come to Appachu bearing their bundled babe and had
parted the care of their small fledgling to him. Aiyan had slept soundly through the night as
they walked to the endless plains, carried across by a restless sea. Thus began Appachu’s
tenderness as both Appachi and Appachu to the erekwat babe that would often bring him
memories of the kin he had lost. Though he well knew that departing ensures the
balance of living, it ached Appachu, even to the end, to think of them.

achchi
a nonfiction
The night achchi passes away, I wail into the cold air of my
brooklyn apartment and plead with the darkness, wait for me!
wait for me! please, just wait for me! hoping that this time, my
voice would have the power to speak a life back into existence. I
imagine the volume of my grief splintering the air. I want all of
brooklyn to know the sound of my breaking.

appachu
a fiction
Appachu and Aiyan’s ties had deepened as they learned to cope with their hollowing loss together,
growing more tender with the passing of time. In the nights when Aiyan’s sleep was visited by
shapeless dreams, there was only Appachu left to soothe the dreaming babe who knew not why he
dreamt.
Still, on those nights, Aiyan would wake with a sour stomach, burning from the acidity of his
thunderous dreams. Knowing well that dreams often carry buried meanings, Appachu never
quieted Aiyan’s. Instead, he appeared with a gentle hand, cradling Aiyan’s face as he wiped the
small one’s fearful tears. Only then would he search Aiyan’s eyes for his slow return from the dream
place while singing to him an old song that all erekwat children knew well.

The moonlight calls the ones who are near
To the tenderness of your landless home
Remember that mountains are steeper in seas
That rivers, too, run from the hills

Know the passing are never too lost
To soften the edges of your waiting dreams
The bison will whisper to the aged and the new
So know the passing are never too lost

To the tenderness of your landless home
The moonlight calls the ones who are near
Remember that mountains are steeper in seas
That rivers, too, run from the hills
Upon Aiyan’s return, Appachu would serve him a clay mug
steaming with pounded rice porridge, sweetened by the syrup
of the kithul trees. The hot liquid would temper the sourness
in Aiyan’s stomach and lull him into a noiseless sleep.
Appachu’s tenderness often appeared like this.

appachu
a fiction
“Have you eaten Appachu?” Aiyan strained to ask in the midst of descaling the tough scales of the
silverfish, “this one will serve us tomorrow, but we can curry the hornedfish tonight.”
“No…no,” Appachu said, smiling at the way the years had shifted them. He slowly stood up from the
kitchen chair and went to the boy, who was now fully grown, and gently placed his weathered hand
on his back. He let out a heaving sigh and laid his head on Aiyan’s shoulder. The long milky-white
strands of his aging hair fanned down Aiyan’s back. As the boy, now grown, scraped the silver scales
onto the wooden bowl in front of him, Appachu retold him his last dream.

In his dream, he had woken up amidst the tall grasses of a river that looked like the blue river,
but that he knew was not. The river glistened under the low hanging sun, and white, glowing
shapes he could not quite make out moved like fish within its flowing waters. He wanted to
plunge his weathered fingers in and touch the unknown things, but something inside him, a
knowing, stopped him. He looked away from the water and scanned his surroundings. A
Burabu tree stood majestically a good distance down the river from him, its hanging leaves
languidly drooping like a willow. Something looked strange in the way its base seemed to begin
high above him on the ground next to the water. Slowly, he realized that the river was flowing
upwards, the ground also rising—in a way, against what is natural.

He knew instinctively that he should go to the tree. Appachu took a deep
breath and let it out slowly, let his whole chest deflate as he looked around.
The gold grasses beyond the river looked infinite—a white mist glazed
across the blue ombre sky and tangled into the tall gold petals of the grass
flowers. Their petals seemed to reach up, affectionately stretching closer to
the sky. Appachu got up slowly, breathing in the air that entered him like a
breeze, and began walking

appachu
a fiction
His steps felt slow, lethargic—a syrupiness to the movement of his limbs. He felt no hurry
though. The mist seemed to move with him, through him. There was something pleasantly
tranquil about it all. While he moved closer and closer to the tree—for the road did get
shorter—the tree remained the same size. But next to it, the growing shape of a mountain
bison, its faded golden fur glistening, the majestic head raised regally while its horns, like
the flowers, reached for the sky, waited for him.

When he finally drew close to the large beast, Appachu raised both hands
to the sky, then brought his palms together against his face, and bowed his
head low—a customary greeting for a creature so mighty. The bison
waited for Appachu’s head to rise. Then looking into Appachu's clouded
eyes, having affirmed their understanding of a shared mutuality—that the
balance of all things lay at the equal behest of all creatures—it bowed its
head, too.

When Appachu began to raise his body from his bow, something inside, that
knowing, made him keep his palms grasped together. Slowly, instinctively, he
moved towards the bison and gently placed his temple against the silken,
gold hair on its forehead. A sharp feeling, something in between pain and
peace coursed through him. His youth, a wizening. A bliss within a sorrow. A
feeling of everything and nothing—the river and the mountains. He breathed
the summer, the winter, all of the cycles. He breathed deeply and awakened.

lokuammi
a nonfiction
I’ve never known how to make sense of your departure. In some
lives, everything real happens somewhere else. an ocean away. a
continent. a language.

There are still days when it's painful
to be here without you.

appachu
a fiction
Aiyan pictures Appachu’s last waking. The smell of the mist that would have waited,
suspended in the tinged hours between dusk and dawn. He imagines Appachu, awake,
gazing up at the twilight darkness above him. Did he watch embers of light cross the open
skies? The inquiring night birds that must have wondered at his wakefulness. The voices of
the bisonkind, a peaceful departing. In the night, Aiyan waits for a dream to visit him.

the end

for the reader
a prompt
pick an everyday experience or emotion (e. g. happiness,
anger, loss, awkwardness, a journey with friends, searching
for purpose, grief). write a story about the experience or
emotion and situate it in an extraordinary place.

WRITING PROMPT

Arts & Democracy helps build a movement of work that cross-fertilizes arts and culture, participatory
democracy and social justice. We do this through cultural organizing, capacity building, artist
residencies, and by shaping policy and creating spaces for reflection and connection. We engage
artists, activists, youth, community members and policymakers to create connective tissue and a
generative environment needed for transformative collaborations to succeed. Our work in Kensington,
Brooklyn, invests in addressing our community’s needs while celebrating the diverse languages, arts,
cultures and histories that make our neighborhood so rich. We follow the leadership of immigrant
communities and work in solidarity with them to advance justice and equity for all. We celebrate
immigrant culture because we know that when we are inclusive, united, and creative, we are strong.
http://www.artsanddemocracy.org @artsanddemocracy
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